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INTRODUCTION

The generation of broadband, intense femtosecond light pulses has
enabled the observation and manipulation of molecular motions (1),
as well as triggering extreme nonlinear effects such as high-order harmonic generation (2) or petahertz current switching in solids (3). The
sources of femtosecond pulses, mode-locked oscillators, can also provide well-controlled frequency combs, which have revolutionized
precision spectroscopy in a multitude of disciplines ranging from
atomic physics to astrophysics (4). These examples manifest that femtosecond lasers constitute an extremely versatile tool for a vast variety of
time- and frequency-domain applications—a tool that is, however, most
advanced in the near-infrared (NIR) and the visible. The most powerful
femtosecond sources operate around 1-mm wavelength. Up to kilowatt
average powers have been obtained from laser amplifiers (5). With longer
wavelengths, the power levels strongly decrease. For example, broadband
gain that allows femtosecond operation has only been demonstrated up
to 2.9 mm with approximately 300 mW of average power (6).
An alternative route to femtosecond pulse generation in the midinfrared (MIR) exploits quadratic [c(2)-type] nonlinear optical effects,
namely, difference frequency generation of two NIR beams (7, 8).
Multiple watt-level megahertz-rate femtosecond sources have been demonstrated in the wavelength range between 3 and 4 mm (9–11), partially with carrier-envelope phase stabilization (12), which is crucial for
several time-domain applications, for example, electro-optical sampling
(13), as well as for frequency comb spectroscopy (14). The reported av1
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erage powers from femtosecond sources with wavelengths longer than
5 mm are significantly lower than those from shorter-wavelength
sources (14). This is caused by multi-phonon absorptions of all nonlinear crystals containing oxides. In general, it is extremely difficult to
pump non-oxide crystals with 1-mm femtosecond sources, as Petrov
(7) points out. Just recently, 100-milliwatt average power levels have
been reached with several down-conversion approaches (11, 15), among
them one with passive carrier-envelope phase stabilization (13).
The lack of a variety of powerful femtosecond MIR sources stands
in strong contrast to the multitude of applications in the spectral
region. Because vibrational transitions arise from molecular structure,
MIR radiation is used in a variety of chemical analysis techniques (16),
for example, in trace gas and human breath analysis (17) as well as early
cancer detection (18). Particularly interesting experimental techniques
are frequency comb (14), up-conversion, (19) and two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy (20). All these techniques rely on or at least strongly
benefit from femtosecond pulses. In addition, the temporal compression of broadband MIR pulses to a few optical cycles has revealed
strong-field effects, such as high-harmonic generation from atomic
gases well into the x-ray regime (21) or the occurrence of Bloch oscillations in semiconductors (22). In these examples, high peak power is required for accessing the regime of extreme nonlinear optics. On the
other hand, high average power and photon flux result in light source
brightness surpassing those available from synchrotron sources (13)
and consequently facilitate the use of (rather noisy) uncooled MIR detectors or detector arrays (23). Moreover, high average power is important for experimental techniques with low yield such as stand-off gas
detection (24) and may avoid the need for multiple interactions with
the sample in resonant cavities or multipass cells (17).
Here, the issue of the scarce availability of high-power femtosecond
sources in the MIR is addressed by taking advantage of the most powerful laser architectures in the NIR and frequency down-converting
their radiation by means of optical parametric amplification. The generation of about 5 W of average power at 4 mm and more than 1 W of
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Spectroscopy in the wavelength range from 2 to 11 mm (900 to 5000 cm−1) implies a multitude of applications in
fundamental physics, chemistry, as well as environmental and life sciences. The related vibrational transitions, which
all infrared-active small molecules, the most common functional groups, as well as biomolecules like proteins, lipids,
nucleic acids, and carbohydrates exhibit, reveal information about molecular structure and composition. However,
light sources and detectors in the mid-infrared have been inferior to those in the visible or near-infrared, in terms
of power, bandwidth, and sensitivity, severely limiting the performance of infrared experimental techniques. This
article demonstrates the generation of femtosecond radiation with up to 5 W at 4.1 mm and 1.3 W at 8.5 mm,
corresponding to an order-of-magnitude average power increase for ultrafast light sources operating at wavelengths longer than 5 mm. The presented concept is based on power-scalable near-infrared lasers emitting at
a wavelength near 1 mm, which pump optical parametric amplifiers. In addition, both wavelength tunability and
supercontinuum generation are reported, resulting in spectral coverage from 1.6 to 10.2 mm with power densities exceeding state-of-the-art synchrotron sources over the entire range. The flexible frequency conversion
scheme is highly attractive for both up-conversion and frequency comb spectroscopy, as well as for a variety of
time-domain applications.
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average power at 8.5 mm is demonstrated. In addition, using the 4-mm
source yielded a supercontinuum with two-octave spectral coverage
from 1.6 to 7.1 mm at unprecedented high-power spectral densities.
RESULTS
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Fig. 1. OPA setup. The Kerr-lens mode-locked Yb:YAG thin-disc oscillator delivers 1.3-mJ pulses of 230-fs duration with a 37.5-MHz repetition rate. A dielectric mirror
(OC) transmits either 3% or 15% of the oscillator power. The reflected light can be attenuated by a half-wave plate (l/2) and thin-film polarizer (TFP) sequence and is
directly used to pump the nonlinear crystal (Xtal), which is either PPLN or LGS. The seed generation is accomplished in a fiber with either a 2.7-mm (for PPLN) or 10.3-mm
(for LGS) mode-field diameter. To suppress cross-phase modulation, the polarization is cleaned in front of the fiber. Aspheric lenses were used for coupling and
collimation. The long wavelengths of the continuum and the pump are overlapped in space with a dichroic mirror (DM) and in time with a translation stage in the
pump arm (t). The polarizations of seed and pump are optimized for maximal conversion to the MIR. After the nonlinear crystal, the beams are collimated. The MIR is
separated by means of a beam splitter (BS). The optics in the box with the dashed blue outline were only set up for supercontinuum generation (SCG) after the PPLN
OPA. All lenses in the box and the Si plate for dispersion compensation were made from silicon and anti-reflection–coated from 3 to 5 mm. The lenses were planoconvex. The first has a focal length of 75 mm, and the second and third have focal lengths of 25 mm. The supercontinuum was roughly collimated with a parabolic
mirror of 2-inch focal length. The ZGP crystals are described in detail in the main text. For dispersion compensation after the first ZGP crystal, a 2-mm sapphire (Sa) and
a 5-mm CaF2 plate were inserted at Brewster’s angle.
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Optical parametric amplifiers
Optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs) have been used as frequency
down-converters. Two versions of the setup shown in Fig. 1 were implemented. The first used a periodically poled MgO:LiNbO3 (PPLN)
nonlinear crystal and was seeded with the continuum emerging from
a 20-cm-long polarization-maintaining all-normal dispersion fiber with
a mode field diameter of 2.7 mm. The second version, for longer MIR
wavelengths, used a LiGaS2 (LGS) nonlinear crystal and was seeded with
the continuum emerging from a large mode area fiber with a mode field
diameter of 10.3 mm, exhibiting also normal dispersion (see Materials
and Methods).
In both OPAs, the output of a Kerr-lens mode-locked thin-disc oscillator (25) directly served as the pump source for the down-conversion
process. The thin-disc oscillator operated at 50 W of average power and
a central wavelength of 1.03 mm. It emitted 1.3-mJ, 230-fs pulses at a
repetition rate of 37.5 MHz. In the OPA setup, the long-wavelength
parts of the fiber continua, which are shown in Fig. 2, were collinearly
and temporally overlapped with the pump radiation by means of a dichroic mirror. Seed and pump radiation were sent into the nonlinear
crystal, where their MIR difference frequency was generated. The setup
avoids spatial chirp of the MIR and results in passive stabilization of its
carrier-envelope phase (26).
For generating radiation with wavelengths up to 5 mm, oxide crystals
can be used. Here, a 5-mm-long PPLN crystal with a 1 × 1 mm2 aperture per poling period was used. Its wide transparency range (0.32 to
5.5 mm), high figure of merit of about 24 pm2/V2 (27), and temporal
walk-off suppression by parametric gain guiding (28) enabled efficient
amplification. Crystal length and focus size have been optimized for
maximizing the infrared output (see Materials and Methods). Figure 3
shows a comparison of MIR power predicted from simulations and

extracted from experiments. A poling period of 28 mm was used, resulting in a wavelength of 4.1 mm. With a tight focusing geometry (1/e2
diameter, d = 120 mm), about 75% of the pump photons could be
down-converted, corresponding to a MIR average power of 0.9 W.
This might be an attractive scheme for commercially available oscillators (11, 15). Upon extracting the full 42-W pump power of the thindisc oscillator, a maximal MIR power of 5.1 W was generated. The
spot diameter had to be increased to 300 mm in this case. The OPA
still down-converted about 50% of the incident pump photons.
For wavelengths longer than 5 mm, an LGS crystal was used. LGS is
transparent in the range between 0.33 and 11.6 mm (29), and its dispersion allows broadband amplification of the seed when pumped at
1.03 mm (see section S5). With this highly favorable properties, the
crystal presents an important exception among other non-oxide nonlinear crystals (7). Unfortunately, at present, the available LGS quality
is, from our experience, still inferior to that of PPLN. Section S5 comments explicitly on the issue of crystal damage. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, the first femtosecond OPA that uses this crystal
in combination with 1-mm pump radiation is reported here. Both type I
(seed and MIR have the same polarization) and type II (seed and MIR
have orthogonal polarization) phase-matched crystals were studied.
Figure 3 shows that up to 1.3 W of MIR at 8.5 mm was generated from
a 7-mm-long, type II phase-matched crystal with an aperture of 3 x
3 mm2 and specified cut angles of q = 90° and f = 38.8°. Because the
figure of merit of LGS (~3.9 pm2/V2 for type II and ~ 2.3 pm2/V2 for
type I phase matching) is lower than for PPLN, the OPA was seeded
with increased spectral power (Fig. 2) and only up to 30 W could be
used for pumping. A spot size of 230 mm was chosen. About 35% of
the pump photons were down-converted.
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most powerfully in the wavelength range from 7 to 9.5 mm. The MIR
bandwidth in this spectral region is remarkable. Fourier transform limits of only two optical cycles were reached with a type I phase matching
(vine red line, Fig. 4) despite using relatively long crystals. This stems
from the favorable dispersion of LGS, which allows phase matching of
two MIR frequencies at a single tuning angle (see section S5).

Simulations revealing more details about the continuum generation
are presented in section S4. If combined with the broadband MIR radiation of the LGS OPA, about 2.7 octaves are covered, with a power spectral density exceeding microwatts per inverse centimeter over the whole
range (Fig. 5).

Supercontinuum generation
Supercontinuum generation makes the presented source attractive for
molecular fingerprinting and time-domain applications requiring fewcycle pulses. For this purpose, cascaded quadratic nonlinearities were
exploited. For the chalcopyrite ZnGeP2 (ZGP) (30), an effective nonlinear refractive index of about −1 × 10−12 cm2/W at a wavelength of
4.1 mm and tuning angle q = 55° is estimated (see section S4). For comparison, the nonlinear refractive index of the used silica fibers is about
3 × 10−16 cm2/W at the pump wavelength, that is, more than three
orders of magnitude lower than near-phase–matched cascaded quadratic nonlinearity in ZGP.
The experimental setup of the continuum generation stage is shown
in Fig. 1. In the first step, the pulses from the PPLN OPA were spectrally
broadened in a 3-mm-thick ZGP crystal. At this stage, second-harmonic
generation was avoided, and the nonlinearity mainly resulted from
the optical Kerr effect. Consequently, the duration of the MIR pulses
was reduced from 140 to 67 fs by means of material dispersion from
sapphire and CaF2 windows (see section S3). The compressed pulses
were afterward focused into a 2-mm-thick ZGP crystal cut at q = 55°,
yielding the broadband radiation that is shown in Fig. 5. Including the
generated second harmonic, the emerging spectrum spans from 1.6 to
7.1 mm (at −30 dB), which corresponds to more than two octaves.

DISCUSSION
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The presented PPLN OPA unifies different advantages of the highpower frequency down-converters cited in the Introduction. The OPA
emits multiple watts of average power with only 140-fs duration, avoids
the need for active carrier-envelope phase stabilization, exhibits good
power stability (see section S1), and consists of a simple setup. Although
not further discussed within this context, if a pulse picker is added, then
the system also presents an attractive source for two-photon microscopy
in biomedical deep tissue imaging (31) because of the amplification of
the seed around 1.3 mm.
Whereas PPLN and periodically poled LiTaO3 are well-established
crystals, which were used in previous studies (9–12, 26), there are basically no commonly used non-oxide crystals, which are pumped with
femtosecond NIR sources. Using a power-scalable laser architecture
at a standard wavelength around 1 mm for pumping an OPA with an
LGS crystal presents a novel concept for scalable long-wavelength infrared generation. It led to an immediate order-of-magnitude power increase for femtosecond sources in this spectral region. Moreover, the
spectral bandwidth of the MIR was remarkably broad. A comparison
to the results of Pupeza et al. (13) is instructive, where a 100-W
mode-locked thin-disc oscillator was used for intrapulse difference frequency generation in a short LGS crystal. The OPA approach reported
3 of 8
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Fig. 2. Seed spectra. The dashed lines show the full fiber continua, and the solid
lines show the seed spectra after the dichroic mirrors. The seed for the PPLN OPA
is generated in a 20-cm polarization-maintaining fiber with normal dispersion and
a 2.7-mm mode-field diameter (red lines). It theoretically allows the amplification of
MIR wavelengths down to 3.3 mm. For amplifying wavelengths longer than 6 mm, it
is beneficial to use the continuum generated in an 8-cm-long fiber with a 10.3-mm
mode-field diameter (blue lines), which provides up to an order of magnitude more
seed power. The filtered powers (solid lines) are 220 mW (PPLN OPA) and 800 mW
(LGS OPA), respectively. The spectra are measured with an optical spectrum analyzer. The difference wavelength (li) on the top axis refers to the central pump
wavelength (lp = 1030 nm) and the seed wavelength on the bottom axis (ls), that
1
is, l1
¼ jl1
i
p  ls j.

Fig. 3. MIR power. Simulation and experimental results for PPLN with a 28-mm
poling period and LGS with a tuning angle of about f = 38.6° (type II phase
matching). For tight focusing into the PPLN (spot diameter d of the pump is
120 mm, wine red squares), up to 0.9 W of MIR was generated, which is in excellent agreement with the simulation (triangles with wine color filling; slope efficiency, 23%). If the full pump power was used (d = 300 mm, red squares), then
5.1 W of MIR at 4.1-mm wavelength was generated. The agreement with the simulations (triangles with red color filling) is good, although they predict a slightly
steeper slope (slope efficiencies, 15 and 17.5%). For LGS (blue squares), a maximal
power of 1.3 W was reached. This is also in good agreement with simulations
(triangles with blue color filling; slope efficiencies, 5.4 and 6.0%). The x axis is
scaled by the square root of the pump power, whereas the y axis is logarithmic,
which represents the characteristic power relation for OPAs in the low depletion
regime (8). The displayed lines show linear fits for extracting the slope efficiencies.
All experimental results have been corrected for reflection losses.
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Fig. 5. Coverage of the MIR spectral region from 1.6 to 10.2 mm through two OPA channels. The supercontinuum spanning from 1.6 to 7.1 mm (at −30 dB) was
generated in a 2-mm-thick ZGP crystal by means of cascaded quadratic nonlinearities. The continuum generation stage was pumped by 67-fs pulses emerging from the
PPLN OPA and a precompression stage. The spectrum was recorded about 1.5 m away from the nonlinear crystal and partly shows strong attenuation due to atmospheric absorptions. The total average power of 1.8 W was measured behind the parabolic collimation mirror. A short-pass filter (blue area) and a long-pass filter
(orange area) were used to determine the powers of the individual components. The gray area additionally shows the spectrum generated from a separate LGS
OPA with a measured output power of 300 mW. Whereas both OPA channels could not be operated in parallel with the used pump laser, they can be readily combined
at the presented power levels if a state-of-the-art mode-locked thin-disc oscillator (34) is used.

here led to 13-, 25-, and 35-fold increases in average power, conversion
efficiency, and pulse energy, respectively. Despite the seven times longer
crystal used in the OPA setup, the MIR Fourier transform limit, on the
other hand, only increased by a factor of less than 2. This makes the
approach also highly attractive for demanding applications in strongfield physics and extreme nonlinear optics, such as high-harmonic generation in gases (21).
The tuning curve of Fig. 4 covers a wide range of the MIR spectrum.
The highest spectral power densities are achieved in the atmospheric
transmission windows from 3 to 5 mm and 8 to 13 mm, which are particularly important for trace gas analysis (14). The high average powers
are especially useful for stand-off detection (24). Using frequency comb
spectroscopy for this purpose would require to lock a multiple of the
laser repetition rate to a precise frequency reference or to use a second
femtosecond laser for dual-comb spectroscopy (14, 17). To extend the
Seidel et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaaq1526
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tuning range further, double-stage amplification schemes should be
used (11). The presented scheme is limited by the seed bandwidth
(supporting wavelengths down to about 3.3 mm; see Fig. 2) in shortwavelength MIR and by the LGS transparency (see section S5) in
long-wavelength MIR.
The energy of the pulses with 4.1-mm central wavelength, after
separating them from the amplified seed and the pump of the OPA,
is about 90 nJ. This yields a combination of peak and average power,
which is difficult to use in previously demonstrated supercontinuum
generation schemes that extend to wavelengths beyond 5 mm. Exploiting
the huge quadratic nonlinearities of ZGP presents an excellent alternative to the usage of chalcogenide waveguides (32) or filaments (33).
This is substantiated in section S4. Despite reaching the spectral coverage from 1.6 to 10.2 mm only at −30 dB, the continuum still presents
a significant advance in power spectral density. It may, for instance,
4 of 8
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Fig. 4. Tuning curves. (A) Generated MIR power for maximal pump power and tuning periods from 28 to 25.5 mm (from left to right in −0.5-mm steps) of the PPLN. The
spectrum centered at 4.2 mm is shaped through CO2 absorption. The power was measured 25 cm behind the nonlinear crystal. (B) Tuning curve measured with a type I
phase-matched LGS crystal. The OPA operates most powerfully around 8.2 mm (slightly blue-shifted from type II). Upon detuning from this central point, the phasematched wavelengths split, allowing the generation of very broadband spectra (vine red line). The spectra below 6 mm (black line) and above 10 mm (light blue line)
needed different delays to be generated because of the uncompressed seed pulse. With type I phase matching, a maximal MIR power of 1.0 W could be generated.
Type I, however, allows the generation of slightly more broadband spectra than type II. More information is provided in section S5. Power spectral density is provided in
units of mW/cm−1 and mW/frep, where frep = 37.5 MHz is the oscillator repetition rate. This unit is particularly interesting for frequency comb applications (14).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Choice of crystals and spot size
The crystals MgO:LiNbO3 and LGS exhibit bandgaps of about 4 eV,
which is more than three times higher than the photon energy at
1030-nm vacuum wavelength. Consequently, no sign of detrimental multiphoton absorption was apparent even at maximal pump powers of 42
and 30 W, respectively. Both nonlinear crystals were fixed in a temperature-controlled copper mount, which was heated to about 60°C to
avoid photorefractive effects and green-induced infrared absorption
in PPLN.
The damage threshold of MgO:LiNbO3 was initially tested with a
0.5-mm-thin sample and tight focusing. It was determined to be about
50 GW/cm2. Under consideration of this limit, simulations were perSeidel et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaaq1526
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formed to determine the optimal spot size (see section S2). For LGS
and the 230-fs pump pulses, a critical irradiance of 50 GW/cm2
was assumed. This is in correspondence to the bandgap comparable
to LiNbO3 but rather conservative in comparison to the 1 TW/cm2
threshold stated by Pupeza et al. (13) for 20-fs pulses.
However, in experiments with tight focusing and low average
powers, damage of a thick crystal’s end facet at much lower peak irradiances was noticed. This was attributed to self-focusing. Therefore,
simulations were performed to reproduce the experimental observations. The nonlinear refractive index n2 was varied until the pump beam
collapsed at the end facet of the crystal, resulting in an estimate of n2 =
35 × 10−16 cm2/W, being about twice as large as the n2 of LiNbO3 (37).
Unfortunately, because of the fact that LGS is still rather scarcely used,
the available crystal quality is, from our experience, inferior to that of
PPLN. Section S5 comments more explicitly on this issue. The reader is
also referred to the methods section of Pupeza et al. (13).
For setting up the OPAs, simulations under the presence of pump
and seed were conducted to determine the optimal spot sizes. In the
experiment, these were measured with a pyroelectric rotating slit
scanner. The temporal and spatial overlap was optimized at minimal
pump power by means of parasitic sum frequency generation in PPLN.
For LGS, a flip mirror behind the focusing lens was used to optimize the
overlap of pump and seed by means of the sum frequency generation
from a BBO crystal.
Choice of seed source
Normally dispersive photonic crystal fibers were chosen because they
efficiently broaden the coupled pulses fairly symmetrically to longer
and shorter wavelengths and typically exhibit good coherence properties. For the PPLN OPA, the use of the NL-1050-PM-NEG fiber (NKT
Photonics) was necessary to reach sufficient seed bandwidth. It has a
mode-field diameter of only 2.7 mm and a dispersion that is all-normal
across the continuum region with a minimum group velocity dispersion
of only about 2 fs2/mm at 1050 nm. Therefore, the spectral parts resulting from optical wave breaking could be amplified. The polarizationmaintaining version of the fiber was selected to maintain the coherence
of the continuum despite the large broadening factors (see section S1)
(38). For the long-wavelength OPA, sufficient bandwidth was provided
by an 8-cm ESM12 fiber (NKT Photonics) with a 10.3-mm mode-field
diameter. For this fiber length, self-phase modulation was saturated,
whereas optical wave breaking beyond the zero-dispersion wavelength
was avoided.
Power measurements
Power measurements were performed with thermal detectors. For the
PPLN measurements, the Fresnel reflection of the rear surface of the
uncoated crystal and the transmission of the single-sided coated beam
splitter and of the silver mirrors were taken into account to calculate
the values shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Moreover, a germanium plate was
put in front of the power meter to block residual NIR. The transmission of this plate was assumed to be 46%, corresponding to an infinite
number of Fresnel reflections.
The beam splitting after the LGS OPA was rather complicated because of the large energy difference between MIR and pump photons
and the high average power. Using only a germanium plate led to a saturation of measured MIR power for pump powers higher than 10 W
because of free carrier generation in the highly nonlinear semiconductor.
Therefore, the total power incident on the germanium plate was reduced
by directing only the front reflection of an uncoated ZnSe wedge onto it.
5 of 8
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be compared to the continuum generated in chalcogenide fiber by
Peterson et al. (32). They attained a spectral width (3 octaves) at
−20 dB level, but only at a total average power of less than 1 mW. Consequently, the spectrum displayed in Fig. 5 presents more than two
orders of magnitude increase in power spectral density.
The full 2.7 octaves were generated in two OPA channels. State-ofthe-art mode-locked thin-disc oscillators (34) readily allow combining
the output of LGS and PPLN OPA, and hence obtaining access to the
whole MIR range in a single setup. A quasi-third channel results from
type I second-harmonic generation in the ZGP crystal. Its spectrum
covers the range from 1.6 to 2.5 mm and is orthogonally polarized with
respect to the fundamental. For many spectroscopic applications, polarization is not of particular importance. For nonlinear methods, however, this has to be taken into account. The multiple channels of the
supercontinuum suggest waveform synthesis, which has been recently
demonstrated in the MIR with a kilohertz source (35). Studies on petahertz electronics (3) could be significantly extended by compressed
pulses first because of the long driving wavelength and the associated
impact on the electron trajectories in the electronic devices (22). Second,
the megahertz repetition rate of the presented system would give insights into the reversibility of the current switching effects.
Upon attenuation of the most powerful parts of the spectrum
shown in Fig. 5, the source would also become highly interesting for
spectroscopy applications in biological matter, where watt average
power levels would unnecessarily heat the samples. However, the demonstrated power spectral densities on the order of microwatts per
inverse centimeter are typical for synchrotron radiation (36). Hence,
the demonstrated laser-based source presents a compact alternative
to the large-scale facilities that have found numerous applications in
life sciences (36).
In conclusion, a highly powerful tool for advancing femtosecond
MIR spectroscopy has been presented. Multiple watts of average power
were generated between 4 and 5 mm, and for the first time, a watt-class
femtosecond source operating beyond the multi-phonon absorption
edge of oxide crystals was demonstrated. Likewise, the ultrashort pulses
may give access to extreme nonlinear optical effects in solids and allow
the study of ultrafast molecular dynamics. Furthermore, supercontinuum generation based on near-phase–matched cascaded quadratic
nonlinearities resulted in significant spectral broadening toward longer
wavelengths and would result in the coverage of the wavelength range
from 1.6 to 10.2 mm (at −30 dB) with more than 2 W of total average
power after combination of both OPA channels. This offers exciting opportunities for molecular fingerprinting, in particular with frequency
up-conversion and field-sensitive techniques.
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To additionally rule out contributions to the power measurement by heat
generation in the germanium plate, seed and pump were delayed such that
no MIR was generated anymore and a background measurement was
taken. To cross-check whether the MIR power was determined correctly
by this method, two alternative approaches were used. First, the total
power of NIR and MIR was measured behind the OPA. Afterward, a
5-mm-thick glass plate was inserted, which only transmitted the NIR, that
is, the difference of both measurements resulted in the MIR power. Second, a D-shaped mirror was used to reflect the NIR completely while the
stronger diverging MIR was partly transmitted. All three methods were in
good agreement with each other, confirming watt-level MIR generation.
Recently, dielectric beam splitters with wide bandgap layer materials were
coated in-house to separate MIR and NIR more efficiently.

Supercontinuum generation
For the pulse compression stage, 5-mm silicon, 2- and 5-mm GaAs,
5-mm germanium, and 2- and 3-mm-thick ZGP plates were tested to
achieve the strongest spectral broadening. Furthermore, the focal spot
diameter was varied between 30 and 80 mm. The 3-mm-thick antireflection–coated ZGP crystal at a 80-mm spot diameter performed best
and allowed compression of the MIR pulses to 67 fs after dispersion compensation by a 2-mm-thick sapphire plate (GVD ≈ −1700 fs2/mm)
and a 5-mm-thick CaF2 plate (GVD ≈ −300 fs2/mm). The pulses
were measured via cross-correlation frequency-resolved optical gating (X-FROG; see section S3). For the supercontinuum generation,
the nonlinear crystals were mounted such that they could be rotated
around the propagation direction axis, tilted in the horizontal direction, and translated along the propagation direction. All free parameters were successively optimized under observation of the MIR
spectrum. The broadest spectrum was achieved when the 2-mmthick ZGP crystal, cut at q = 55°, was positioned in the focus and
was rotated to near-normal incidence. ZGP crystals of different
thicknesses were not available for the experiments. The focal spot
size of the supercontinuum stage was also about 80 mm. The spot
sizes were measured with the pyroelectric rotating slit scanner.
Simulations
All simulations were performed with the SISYFOS package (39, 40).
Only one frequency grid was used for the PPLN simulations, because
all radiation is polarized along the extraordinary axis of LiNbO3. The
grid consisted of 2048 points with 1-PHz width and the central frequency of 500 THz. Because of the spherical symmetry of the propagation, only a quarter of the beam was simulated within a spatial grid
of 65 × 65 points and a spacing of about 24 mm in horizontal and
vertical directions. In the LGS simulations, three frequency grids of
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